Climate Change Science, Global Warming Solutions
Standards aligned resources serving teachers, kids, schools, the public, California and the planet.

Checklist of fun things to do when you come by Booth 716 – no pressure, just a blast:
___ Try out the hands-on science demos. They could travel to your school, your class.
___ Pose for your photo to be in the Global Toast-Busters Video.
___ Get your copy of the beautiful, new, highly acclaimed book on global warming for schools
___ Add / update your listing in the California Climate Change Education Resources Directory
___ Educators may apply for no charge exhibit space at the California Climate Change Conference
___ Get an invite for one of the climate change presenter & exhibitor meet ups -- Friday: 3pm and 7pm

BOOTH 716: Dawn Publications; ClimateChangeEducation.Org
Many programs are working together in this collaborative booth to better serve teachers

== How We Know What We Know about Our Changing Climate: Scientists and Kids Explore Global Warming. By Lynne Cherry and Gary Braasch

== Fun hands-on science demonstrations on Climate Change & Global Warming Solutions – featured at: California Academy of Sciences, Exploratorium, Tech Museum, LHS, AAAS.
== Halloween kick-off. Kids are our heroes -- Call Global Toast-Busters. “Who ya gonna be?”
== California Climate Change And Energy Education Resources Catalog
== UC Davis, K-12 Education Programs. Meet graduate students and high school intern leaders.
== Animated Global Warming Cartoons. Featuring the Hippo Works gang. Sign up to get DVD.
== Climate Change is Elementary (School Assemblies)
== Birch Aquarium at Scripps, University of California, San Diego. Feeling the Heat Exhibit.
== Advisors: AAAS, ARB, CLP, CSTA, IPCC, NAS, NASA, NCAR, NOAA, NSDL, Pew, UCS.

Booths with fine climate change resources at the CSTA conference

115.) AAAS / Science 629.) California Fuel Cell Partnership
122.) Rahus Institute, Solar Schoolhouse 710.) NEED
202.) Lego (Energy, Robotics) 712.) PG&E Solar Schools Program
302.) Acorn Naturalists 713.) Cool the Earth
310.) National Parks Service 716.) Dawn Publications, CC-ed.org
409.) PG&E Energenius B.) Creec
420.) CSTA M.) Cal EPA
509.) Earthwatch Institute W.) Tech Museum of Innovation
510.) Santa Clara Valley Water Y.) San Jose Go Green Schools
522.) Air Resources Board BB.) BAAQMD (4th and 5th grade Curriculum)
535.) National Geographic JJ.) Energy Quest (Calif. CEC)

Online hyperlinks and updates: http://GlobalWarmingCalifornia.Net/csta/